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German Soccer Camp
Custom-made Camps

Summer Camp

Who are we?

Summer in Berlin is filled with energy and amazing vibes.
Every year we organize our summer camp by an idyllic
swimming lake close to Berlin, where we explore all the
cultural highlights the city has to offer.

Since 1993 the EURASIA Institute has helped over
18 000 students realize their dreams of embarking on an
academic journey in Germany. Founded in 1993 in Berlin
by British sinologist Andrew Geddes, the institute has
been providing education solutions in around 80 countries
in collaboration with partner schools and universities
worldwide. EURASIA is part of the Klett Group, one of
Europe’s leading education providers. Klett supports us in
our vision, and in working with our partner, we believe
we can make a world of difference.

German Soccer Camp
Train with the best during our German Soccer Camp with
UEFA certified coaches of the professional football club
1. FC UNION Berlin. Like the summer camp it takes place
at the idyllic lakeside location.

Winter Camp

Short-term
Programmes and Camps

Would you like to get to know Germany in depth?
Then our short-term programmes and camps might be just
what you are looking for. Suitable for individuals and groups
between the ages of 12 and 24 years,
you can learn German, visit old cities and castles,
play soccer and other sports and take part in many fun
and educational activities every day with
like-minded people from all over the globe.
Read on to learn everything about them.

Explore Germany during this festive season with
snow-covered landscapes and colorful lights, as smells of
freshly baked treats enrich the streets. Christmas markets,
New Year’s Eve fireworks and ice skating in a stadium.
It will be unforgettable.

Eurasia Academy
Are you interested in a more educational program?
EURASIA Academy offers high-intensity, academic courses
with seminars, workshops and more in cooperation with
universities and industry professionals.

Custom-made Camps
Are you representing a school and looking for
an individual package tailored to the school’s wishes?
All year round we are organizing 100% flexible,
custom-made camps in accordance with your needs.

Explore Germany,
Experience Culture,
Embrace Life

Why you should plan your
next trip to Germany

Almost half a billion people visit Germany each year and the numbers
have been increasing, making it the 7th most visited country in the
world. That is no accident - there are many reasons to visit Germany
and engulf oneself in German life and culture.
Germany lies at the heart of Europe and, as the strongest
economy in the EU, is a very safe country to visit with a high
standard of living. Germany’s cities are vibrant and overflowing
with life. They are rich in culture with people from all walks of
live coexisting peacefully. While Germans are known for their
efficiency - quality of life and recreation are high priorities as
well: German cities are filled with green spaces, parks and lakes.
The beautiful countryside is never more than a short train ride
away. One third of Germany’s land area is under protection as a
national park and Germany is the only country that has received
a perfect score on environmental governance.
Germany is a country with a very long history that is brought to life
through the many museums, theatres and landmarks. Some of the
most highly regarded composers, philosophers and writers are from
Germany. A lot of the tumultuous European history took place right
here, including the darkest chapters during the 20th century. By
discovering more about past and present, you will obtain a greater
apreciation for the German and European mindset.
Germany is technologically advanced and known for high quality
production values and engineering. Especially car enthusiasts
will feel right at home. Germany offers worldclass education
and universities are tuition-free, even for non-EU citizens. We
will provide a good insight into the academic and business
opportunities. Maybe you will feel inspired to become part of
it one day.
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Berlin is the capital of Germany and unique in many ways.
A lot of people know it for having been separated by a wall for
decades until only “recently”. However since then,
the city has blossomed into a metropolitan hub of
technological innovation with a booming start-up scene and
secured its place on the world stage with an abundance of
incredible art and (counter-)culture. There is so much to see
and to discover that an astounding 135 million travellers visit
Berlin every year.
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Youth hostel in Natural Paradise
with swimming lake
- Idyllic residential lakeside hostel
- 2 to 4-bed rooms with en-suite facilities
- High levels of German hygiene standards
- All rooms with view of the lake
- Fully equipped seminar rooms
- BBQ area, camp fire & beach volleyball
- Acess to swimming lake with beach

H ostels and hotels
in the H eart of Berlin
- 2 to 4-bed rooms with en-suite facilities
- High levels of German hygiene standards
- Great location and access to public transport

City Hostel in Kreuzberg:

- Located in the most popular district of Berlin
- Free coffee & tea available 24/7

Three Star Hotel Spandau:

- Located in one of the oldest districts of Berlin
- Traffic-free environment with great shopping

Fun and Educational
activities every day!
An exciting programme worth looking forward to!

Broaden Your H orizon

Have Fun and Relax

- Tours and seminars in world-class museums
- Guided tour through German Parliament
- Learn about historic sites, buildings and memorials
- Climb Berlin Cathedral with a 360° panoramic view

- Dance spectacle on the world’s largest show stage
- Make chocolate at the Chocolate Factory
- Take selfies with celebrities at Madame Tussaud’s
- Visit the Zoo, Aquarium or Botanical Gardens

Always Fit and Active

City life and Shopping

-

-

Rock-climbing
Scenic bicycle tours
Swimming or ice-skating
Soccer, volleyball, table-tennis and more

Shop at ‘Alex’ mall - among the most visited places in Europe
Ascend the iconic TV tower, the symbol of Berlin
Secure a piece of shopping history at KaDeWe
Hang out at the high-tech Sony Center and Potsdamer Platz

Day Trip Excursions
Explore all of Germany

From Old to New
Explore Germany and the many interesting cities. You can
hop over to Hamburg with Europe’s third largest harbour
and magnificant inner city. Or take a trip to Dresden,
a city filled with impressive, old buildings and their
intriguing history of kings, rulers and riches.

Kings and Castles
Germany is famous for its many fairytale castles.
During our camps you can explore them yourself and
see how the Kings have resided. The castle in Schwerin
looks like it has been taken out of a Disney® movie and
the castle Sanssoucci is often considered the “Prussian
Versailles” with its massive gardens and decadent buildings.

Thrill-seekers and Tech-lovers

It’s
travel
time

Are you feeling brave? Then you will love the Heide Park
with dozens of rollercoasters, wild water rafting, carousels
and many other rides that will pump up your adrenaline.
Or are you amazed by the latest technology? In the
hightech “Car City” in Wolfsburg, you can check out
the latest innovations by Lamborghini, Porsche, Audi,
Volkswagen and more.

Explore Europe
Have the best time
of your life

Paris - City of Love
There is little convincing needed to explain why you
should come to see Paris. It is the world’s most romantic
city with beautiful and impressive landmarks never more
than a few meters away. It has some of the most iconic
buildings, like the Eiffel Tower and the Louvre. And then
there is Disney Land®. There are many reasons you might
just fall in love with Paris.

Vienna - City of Dreams
Home to many artists, musicians and thinkers from all
over the world, Vienna is one of the most vibrant cultural
hotspots in Europe and the world. Famous musicians
like Beethoven and Mozart have produced their most
important works here. And a long list of kings and rulers
have left an impressive legacy for you to explore.

Prague - City of a hundred Spires
Famous for its Old Town, Prague is really a beautiful
city to explore. Each turn you take feels like walking
straight into a gorgeous painting. Each district has its own
characteristic atmosphere and unique charm, promising
plenty to discover. The city is romantic, yet successful;
ancient, yet modern. It is definitely worth a visit.

Venice - City of Bridges
Venice is one of the most popular and wonderful tourist
destinations in the world. A scenic town built on water
explored by gondolas through an intricate network of
canals. Venice is filled with passion and wonder that is
difficult to find elsewhere. Surely a city that everyone
should see once in their lifetime.

Intensive German
Language course

Sample Schedule
Sunday

Language is the key to success
and understanding
AM
Every year, around 600 students come to EURASIA Institute to
learn German so they can realize their dream of studying at a
German university. At EURASIA, we are focused on providing
excellent language courses that have been proven effective
since 1993.
During the course of the camp, we will teach you the basics of
the language. Together with native, certified teachers, you can
expect to make progress even in short courses and get a good
understanding of the language. It might just convince you to
pursue it further.
Do you already speak some German and want to
improve your language skills? Great!
We will assess your German level through a placement test and
create the best learning environment for you.

-

Skilled and certified language teachers
4 lessons a day, 5 days a week
Individual assessment and advanced classes possible
Certification after successful completion of course

PM

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Day trip

German
class

German
class

Day Trip
to Dresden

German
class

German
class

Sport
activities at
Tempelhof
airfield

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Seminar
‘Study
in Germany’ &
guided tour
through German
university

Shopping at
‘Alex’ mall,
grand show
spectacle at
Friedrichsstadtpalast

Dinner

Dinner

Heidepark amusement
park with
roller
coasters

Dinner

Guided tour:
German
Parliament
& Madame
Tussaud’s
Dinner

Guided city
tour:
Sports activities:
Zwinger,
Rock-climbing,
Semporopa,
swimming or
Dresden castle
windsurfing
& more

Dinner

Dinner

Friday

Saturday

Farewell
party
Disco
& karaoke

Summer Camps
The beautiful summer months of Germany are filled with
life, nature and great vibes. Gorgeous landscapes and
castles, an idyllic location with a swimming lake and loads
of fun activities await you. Get to know German culture on
our daily activities and excursions and learn the language
with our certified German teachers
The EURASIA international summer camp is designed for
teenagers between 12-17 years old and includes full board
catering and accommodation at the idyllic lakeside location
in Wandlitz, situated to the north of Berlin and equipped
with all modern facilities.

Winter Camps
Come to Berlin during the most festive season:
Experience snow-covered landscapes and marvel at the
colorful lights saturating the city as smells of freshly baked
treats enrich the streets. Visit a traditional Christmas
market, celebrate New Year’s Eve in the heart of Berlin,
go ice-skating and enjoy other typical winter activities.
The EURASIA international winter camp is designed for
teenagers between 12-17 years old and includes full board
and accommodation at the hotel in old town Spandau or
right in the heart of the hip district of Berlin Kreuzberg.

German Soccer Camps
Bring your game to the next level

Germany is known to be one of the consistently
great soccer nations in the world, having won
the world championship four times on par
with Italy and only surpassed by Brazil.
Two key reasons for the success and international
recognition are the perfection of technique over
physique and the strong focus on youth development training.
At our German Soccer Camp, you will experience an intensive
dose of the famous and proven German coaching techniques.
In two weeks you are going to train with UEFA certified
coaches of 1 .FC UNION Berlin - a professional team from
Berlin. Through individual assessments there will be a strong
focus on the individual strengths and weaknesses with
guidance on how to further improve your skills in the future.
You will be able to see some tangible progress during your
time of the camp.

Learn from the Best
Not only will you be working on your skills. You will also get
to learn about Germany and the German mindset. As a part
of the program, you are going to learn the language and visit
important historic sights in and around Berlin. You will get
to visit stadiums and see a professional soccer match as well.
You can further test your skillset in friendly matches against
German and international soccer players.

Our Partner

1. FC UNION Berlin
1. FC UNION Berlin was founded in the former East
Germany in 1966 and has gained a cult following in
the intervening years for the unique atmosphere at
home games, and the tight bond between the club
and supporters. Whilst the actions of the club off
the pitch are first class, their performances on it
are no less exemplary. ´Eisern Union‘ or ´Iron Union‘
as they’re affectionately known, have managed to
establish themselves as one of Germany’s top teams in
recent years, both in the professional and youth ranks.
The club’s academy is without doubt one of the best
in Germany, with a 3-star rating from the German FA,
the highest possible accreditation. The coaches you
will be taught by from the academy have history in
producing players who have succeeded at international
level. You can expect a highly-professional atmosphere
and challenging exercises from the Union coaches that
will develop you as a player in a short amount of time.

Business and Innovation

Piano Masterclasses with Masayuki Tayama

New information technology has revolutionized the way we
communicate and conduct business. In an ever changing market,
implementing innovative and creative strategies has become
paramount for any business to stand out and succeed. Berlin
has developed into an innovative power house with one of
the fastest growing start-up scenes in the world.

Are you an aspiring pianist and want to pursue music professionally?
Then our piano masterclass with renowned pianist and educator
Masayuki Tayama is the right programme for you. Tayama
graduated with honors from the Toho University of Music in
Japan, as well as the Royal College of Music and the Guildhall
School of Music and Drama. He regularly performs in eminent
venues, such as the Wigmore Hall in London.

At the EURASIA Academy “Business & Innovation” you will hear
and interact with some of the thought leaders in their fields, get to
know some of the most innovative companies and learn from
scholars about the latest trends.

Sustainable Agriculture
Agriculture is the backbone of any country and plays a critical role
in the economic stability and success of a nation. It provides a
large percentage of the global population with a livelihood and the
products make up a core part of international trade. However, with
a growing world population nearing 8 billion and the challenges of
climate change, we need a new approach to feed the world.

Preparing you on your journey to
academic excellence
Germany has a reputation for high-quality academia and
world class universities. By signing up for our EURASIA
Academy, you can accumulate valuable experience and
knowledge in the field of your dream.

Eurasia Academy
Academic Short-term Programmes

EURASIA offers short term programmes for classes and
groups to gather intensive and interactive experiences
into various academic fields with the help of academic
and professional partners at universities and within the
industry. By participating, students can expect to gather
valuable experiences that will make it easier to make
life changing decisions on choosing the right academic
path.
On the following page we will introduce some of
these pgorammes. However we can offer custom-made
programmes into various other fields through the support
of our vast academic network. So don’t hesitate to write
to us with any questions and we will put together the
right curriculum for you.

Our Sustainable Agriculture program provides a comprehensive
overview on the history, economical and sociological trends, effective
farming and use of resources, new technology and how to adapt to
the changing climate. Paired with practical education and visiting
some of the innovative companies, this programme will provide you
with an edge for a forward-looking approach.

Robotics 4.0
Technology and the automation of our daily lives are in full swing.
It is hard to deny that computers, new communication technology
and automated procedures are shaping our lives every day, however
it can be argued that we are still at the beginning of the IT
revolution.
Be part of shaping our future. Undergraduate students
have the chance to participate in a two-week experimental workshop
that aims to empower participants with key competences in the
conception, design and programming of robots within the setting of
an accredited university. Join this workshop to build your own
robot and have it compete with others.

The EURASIA Academy Masterclasses with Masayuki Tayama
include intensive tutoring and exam preparation for the enrolment
in one of the German universities or conservatoires. During the
programme, you are going to practise and prepare for the entrance
examination, as well as visit and perform at German universities
or conservatoires.

Contemporary Art
With over 400 galleries, 35 art museums, 3 art fairs and
20,000 artists, Berlin is often considered to be the
contemporary art capital of the world and a paradise for the
creative and experimental. Artists, curators and art-lovers from
all over the world to Berlin to learn about upcoming trends.
During the EURASIA Academy on Contemporary Art programme
you will focus on visual and multimedia art in two separate
workshops lead by established artists based in Berlin. Learn
about the details of art promotion and sales and working with
commercial galleries. Dive into the art scene of Berlin by
joining an exhibition opening and learn
about the great contemporary
and classical artists in some
of the best museums in
the world.

Academic Orientation
Tours
Your path to a successful future

Are you a high school student weighing up your options in life? Or are you
ready to enter the next chapter as a university student? EURASIA can help
you prepare yourself and make the right, potentially life-changing decisions.

With a world-class education, no tuition fees and many lucrative job prospects,
Germany is a very attractive choice for your academic career. And we will show
you how YOU can benefit from it by becoming a university student in Germany!

Introduction to Universities
- Part of the general camp programme
- Seminar on the German university system
- Learn about the application requirements
- Individual assessment possible
- Visit one or two of our partner universities
- Gain insight into their academic work
- Learn about life on campus

Academic Orientation Tours
- Intensive courses with focus on academic pathway
- Seminar on the German university system
- Individual assessment and guidance on course options
- Travel to several German cities and visit our partner universities
- Examination and visa preparation courses
- Get an in-depth understanding of university life
- After the camp you will be perfectly prepared to apply!

Our Partner
Universities

Custom-made
Camps
We will create the perfect programme
according to your needs
Are you looking for a fun and educational programme in
Germany and Europe for your class or group?
We will prepare a 100% flexible and individual offer custom-made
to your needs.
You let us know what you are looking for and our team of experts
will come up with a concept that you are going to love!

Our Services

What you see is what you get!

Pre Arrival Support
- Visa documentation
(non-EU students only)
- Full insurance coverage
- Speedy document courier service

Quality

During the Camp
-

Accommodation in hotel or hostel
Full board with three meals a day
Health, accident & liability insurance
Airport transfer service
All local travelling expenses
Activities, entrance fees and guides
German language courses
Course materials
Certification

EURASIA Institute has consistently stood for high quality and
dedication in education for more than 25 years.
We are determined to make your experience one to remember.
We hope to be able to welcome you to Germany soon!

camps@eiie.eu
+49 30 43 72 72 11 - 47
Siemensdamm 62
13627 | Berlin
Germany

Institute for International Education

Building Cultural Bridges Across the Continents

